
Hi, kids!

Hello August!



Let’s sing together.



This is 
How are you?

My friend
I’m fine.

Thank you!
Goodbye.



What’s interesting in your life?



What’s in your hands?

Is it a dog?

Yes, it is.

I have a dog in my 
hands.



What’s this?

Is it a picture?

Yes, it is.

I can draw tanks.



Are they cars?

No, they aren’t.

They are battle tanks.



What’s in your hands?

No, it isn’t.

I have a blue car in 
my hands.

Is it a tank?



What’s in your hands?

Is it a dinosaur?

No, it isn’t.

I have a pet in my 
hands.



Where are you?

Are you at home?

No, I’m not.

I am in the car.



What’s in your hands?

Is it a cup?

Yes, it is.

I have a cup of tea in 
my hands.A cup of tea



What’s in your hands?

Is it a pet?

No. It isn’t.

I have a lego house in 
my hands.



What’s in your hands?

Is it a cup of tea?

No, it isn’t.

I have a toy in my 
hand.



Is it a play station?

Yes, it is.



Are they berries?

Yes, they are.

Are they watermelons?

No, they aren’t.



Is it morning?

No, it isn’t.

Is it night?

Yes, it is.



In the morning …

We say Good morning.

We do exercises.



Phonetic exercises. 



Ai /eɪ/
snail pail

Snail in a pail



Ai /eɪ/
jail

jail pail jail pail jail

Snail in the jail pail



Ai /eɪ/

hail

Hail hits the jail pail.



The snail in the mail is 
watching the hail.



Ai /eɪ/
Get out of jail snail!

Sneaky snail



Ai /eɪ/
A snail trail



Let’s watch the video!
Let’s repeat!

Repeat new words.





In the morning …

We say Good morning.

We do exercises.



Let’s do grammar exercises. 



Answer the questions.



is one

are many



Are they birds?

Twelve birds.



Is it an elephant?

One elephant



Is it an ant?

One ant



Are they snakes?

Thirteen  snakes.



Is it a snake?

One snake



Are they aliens?

fifteen  aliens.



This is a cow

These are cows



Are flowers?

fourteen  flowers.

these



Is a hill?

One hill

this



Is a duck?

One duck

this



Are trees?

sixteen  trees.

these



Is a cow?

One cow

this



That is a cowboy

Those are cowboys



Is a costume?

One costume

that



Are books?

eighteen  books.

those



Are queens?

nineteen  queens.

those



Is a house?

One house

that
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